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Phoenix, AZ based Lucid Leverage LLC, a leading SEO and reputation management agency, is
excited to announce that they have expanded their writing team to help provide additional services to
their clients. Their new services complement their existing cutting edge automation and massive
distribution capabilities. With the addition of dedicated press release writers and onsite content
writers, all their clients will benefit from having the strongest influence over Google’s search algorithm.
Chris Quintela, Co-founder of Lucid Leverage, says, “We are dedicated and passionate about getting
to, and keeping our clients on, the top page on Google. To help companies grow, we draw organic
visitors to their website and social media accounts with compelling content that will keep them
returning for more. We are excited to be offering more services to our clients to help them begin and
develop better relationships with their customers.”
Reputation management is a crucial part of every company’s success. Unfortunately, there are times
when an unscrupulous competitor or even an unhappy employee can use a bad review to tarnish a
reputation. There are also times when a customer either misunderstood what they were getting or had
unrealistic expectations about a product of service. Lucid Leverage is one of the best firms to call in
such situations, especially since they offer a free consultation to find out how they can help with a
proactive, constructive and aggressive approach to make sure customers and potential new sales see
the agency’s client in the best light possible. Reputation management is becoming more important to
celebrities as well, and all who live in the public eye can now observe the value of Lucid Leverage’s
dedication to providing the highest quality services.
The firm’s digital marketing team provides a full range of marketing services, including white-label and
private label SEO reseller opportunities to web design firms, marketing agencies and anyone looking
to grow their average revenue per customer and monthly residual income. Their service helps many
agencies expand their revenue base, with no overhead expenses, through their digital branding,
search domination and conversion optimization.
The firm was recently featured on the WRCB TV and USA Today news sites in an article which
pointed out that one of their subsidiaries, Lucid Leverage Financial LLC, is compliant with the new
federal cannabidiol (CBD) merchant processing laws and standards. In the article, Quintela, says,
“We’re happy to announce our compliance with the new federal CBD merchant processing laws and
standards. We understand that, while medical marijuana dispensaries may know some of the legal
restrictions for CBD products, it is up to the digital marketing agencies to display the CBD products
and other cannabis products on the website in compliance with the federal laws and statutes, while
boosting visibility on social media and organic Google search.”
Their professional nature and expertise dealing with the associated legislation and regulatory
compliance sets them apart from many agencies, placing them at the forefront of the industry. This is

reflected in their online reviews, where they maintain top marks. For instance, Kevin C., who left them
a 5-Star review on Google, says, “Lucid Leverage has catapulted our business here in LA and the
Southwest. Their SEO approach is far superior than other's. Thanks for helping our business
everyday! “
Another customer, Philip Butler, echoes this in his Bark review, giving the firm 5 Stars, saying, “I have
been working with Chris Quintela for several months now. I couldn't be more pleased. Before I started
using Chris, I was using one of the large ‘factory’ internet companies for marketing. You could never
get through to talk to anybody. If you had a question, you had to make an appointment a couple of
weeks in advance to get it answered. With Chris, the experience is totally different. Not only is he the
most knowledgeable marketing person I have come across, he is always available to answer your
questions and concerns.”
Their reliable SEO services are always in demand with companies who want to leverage their website
and social media channels to gain maximum online exposure and get more customers. Their effective
SEO campaigns bring targeted visitors daily and help brand their client’s company as a strong leader
with a positive image. The agency’s proven model can help any business succeed in their location
within the US, Canada and the UK, with a key focus on helping businesses grow in and around their
local community.
Quintela concludes, “Our dedicated teams work alongside our clients to understand their goals and
audiences, creating targeted, valuable content and messaging. Our innovations underpin our
commitment to our clients’ success, which is why we are currently targeting the use of professional
quality videos. We’re always on the lookout for the next marketing and reputation innovation so our
clients will always be at the forefront.”
To obtain a free consultation, visit their website and call, text or fill in the included contact form. Full
information about their services is available there. Lucid Leverage LLC invites everyone to follow
them on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook and other channels to stay abreast of the agency’s latest news
and announcements.
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